
FINALLY.
There’s an app for that.



Master of Adventures.
Keeper of tiny savage dictators.
Communicator of men.

A TOOL FOR:



You choose your own 
adventure.

You build relationships.

We deliver you options.

We connect you to dads.

We give you advice.
You’re the parent. You 
decide if its good or not.



We know, it sounds amazing.
But it’s really thanks to you, 
because we got to know you.











And you inspired us. 
We rolled up our sleeves, and 
got to work with you in mind.





The iteration begins.
They’re modest & quick,  but 
quite a useful tool for learning.







We tested it.
You let us know what you 
thought, and we listened.



User 1: James Taylor
User Scenario: You have just discovered Babes & 
Bromances. You are to create a new user profile, and 
edit your profile as if you were uploading a photo and 
changing your location to view live weather. 
 
Comments: 
+ Wow low fidelity is cool.
- Needs a password confirm box. Mistakes happen.
- Every time I see the back button, I want it to be the 
home button. That’s kind of confusing. Is there a way
to switch
+ A 5 star user rating would allow for more description. 
+ I cheated, and checked the rest of the app out. I 
think it would be cool to add a check in to the parks 
so I know what other dads might be there, and I’m 
not just about to walk into a park with mom’s an 
lattes. 

User 2: Danny Knite
User Scenario: You are an avid user of B&B. Please 
log in, and head to find one of your favorite posts in 
Savannah dads. Leave a comment. 
 
Comments: 
+/- I don’t think that you  necessarily need to bury the 
followed communities under a button type. Clicking 
on communities could take you straight to articles 
that are being posted by them / could allow you to 
sort by specific areas / members / metrics  etc.
+/- Side note: Are there individual user profiles? 
A place where you can either thank the dads 
(community prestige / importance / gain experience 
for being knowledgeable?) can see what else they 
have reviewed. 
+/- Could there be a uproot / down vote aspect 
like reddit maybe? To always keep the community 

User 1: Tyler Dotin
User Scenario: You are an avid user of B&B. Please 
log in, and search for a new park. Once you have 
found your park, please select the first in the list. 
 
Comments: 
- Wait. I don’t fill anything out? Just click through? 
+ Wow I like how clean everything looks even low 
fidelity. 
+ I really like the layout. Even though I’ve never really 
had to use a low fidelity sketch, its pretty easy to 
navigate. 
- I would really like to see amenities available at parks. 
My family and I have had to trial and error what parks 
have swings or not.  
 
 
 



Now we make it stellar.
We made changes, and added 
a modern masculine swagger.



Proof is in evolution.








